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ABSTRACT
While studying for my MFA in Theatre, with a concentration in acting at the
University of South Carolina, I was asked to write a solo show. I wanted to write about
all the lives inside of me. As a Turkish Muslim man who lives in the United States, I
lived so many lives, I met many people and seen many places. It made me who I am
today, and writing became part of me forever. Creating a solo show was the most eyeopening learning experience. It changed my perspective towards my art, theatre. It helped
me spotlight people, philosophy and showed me a whole new way to love. With words, I
became more expressive and expansive than ever. Without suffering, searching beneath
the fate of judgment that our industry could put upon an artist to be successful, I was able
to discover my voice. While using my poetic imagery, I learned to evoke myself merely
as a human being. With everything that makes me who I am as a writer—leaving all the
fears behind about not being enough as a student who flew here with a Turkish accent
and lack of fluency in the English language, strength and delicacy are somehow both
revealed in my writing process. I learned to listen without preloaded filters in my head. I
could just look and experience and learn from the differences and move toward a place of
coexistence with my culture and the new culture that lived in me. I wanted to learn
everything I could and explore forgiveness from a place without resentment, grudges, and
hate: the private internal kind and the kind society and the world breed in us. I learned
how theatre is a living art with space and breath within a person, and writing is a big part
of it. The liveliness of it was so loud that it saved my life.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Writing a solo show wasn’t something I expected to do in my school or acting
career. I enjoyed writing. I did not necessarily think I was good at it. As I approach
anything with an immense curiosity and hunger for success, I was ready to accept the
challenge when I first heard that writing a show would be part of our curriculum. Robyn
Hunt was a great facilitator. She had a clear map for helping her students create the
material they needed to write the solo show. Most of her prompts fired the stories,
images, and the intention behind what we wanted to write. It was the best experience I
had during the program. It made a writer out of me. Since then, I have never stopped
writing. During that period, a couple of shows I’ve written were performed and were
accepted in the United Solo Show Festival in New York City. After realizing how writing
is a big part of me as an artist, I kept working on my shows and the plays I wrote.
Currently, I am still spending time polishing my shows and working on a play I co-wrote
with my friend from graduate school with the intention that one day I could be a
published and produced writer.
When I first thought about writing a solo show, I had no idea what it would
include. I didn’t have a clear idea of what topics and threads would be weaved into the
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process. During our “free writes,” a realization of connecting thoughts became clear: I
could use the experiences of living in different cultures, identities, sexuality, nationality,
and relationship with the family in any kind of written form. By using who I am, I created
much material, including poetry which became a massive part of my journey as a writer. I
was able to observe people and cultures. I figured that there was so much to be said. The
immense contribution of my experiences and soul-searching led me to a metamorphosis. I
did not think that I would come out of it as a writer when the cocoon finally cracked. Our
lives are spent in such a rush with school and the expectations of our parents. I grew up in
a very religious, traditional, and yet progressive family. Although there were particular
expectations of what kind of life I should live in my parents’ eyes, I could break through
them. That helped me move to a different continent and a city where I had never been
before. Turkish society expects the members to play certain parts and comply with
specific duties from the jobs we hold to the household functions. Expectations have
changed throughout the years but still retain their influence over the shoulders of the
younger generation. According to my parents, becoming an artist wasn’t something
valuable. Considering coming from a strictly ruled culture by job titles like lawyers,
doctors, architects, and teachers, I did not fulfill the ideal they had in their heads. In my
culture, most families’ understanding of life is a one-way train ride. There might be
specific direction changes, but they would rarely think about getting on a plane or a ship
to find a different way of traveling in life. Forgetting that, that’s how people could
discover new places and things in the first place. I was never that person who followed a
crowd. Since I was a little boy, I was always interested in new things. To satisfy my
parents’ expectations, I went to business school. When I was a junior in business school, I
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visited New York City and saw my first musical, Les Misérables, which was the moment
for me. The truth hit me with a hammer. I knew then that I had to jump off the train, get
on a plane and fly to New York to do theatre, where I call home.
Life is full of expectations, and we have so many things we can do and are
capable of achieving. I was able to follow my dreams and discover more within. As an
artist, all I wanted to become was a great musical theatre actor. In my acting classes at
Marymount Manhattan College, I discovered that theater and straight plays seemed more
authentic and realistic. Musical theatre is an art form that is about illusion, creating a
whole world where things are a hundred percent magnified. It’s a vast, bubbled collection
of emotions becoming songs, singing, and dancing. It requires quite a difficult
performance to create authenticity and be true to one’s heart. If I ever wanted to become
a good musical theatre actor, I had first to be a good actor and get that under my belt.
That took me to grad school at the University of South Carolina, and through Robyn
Hunt, I became a writer; with the help of Steve Pearson, I learned what I wanted to say
with my art, and with Stan Brown, I raised my voice. His words to this day will never
leave my side, “You are enough. You are enough.” These are the teachers who molded
me into who I am today. They taught me how to take pride in my artistry and trust myself
even when I judged myself harshly and felt never enough. Coming from a different
culture sometimes felt like a disadvantage. Finding where I belonged or who I was
becoming became a big part of my artistry. That’s where my writing began, from
working with small scripts we did in class to writing complete plays and solo shows.
In our class, Robyn Hunt would always come to class with a prompt ready. She
always had different things to stimulate our imagination. From children's storybooks to
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poems and short stories from The New Yorker to photographs, she had a vault of treasures
that helped us develop written material. Once we listened to the prompt or looked at it,
we would have a certain amount of time to respond to it. Almost like a stream of
consciousness writing, without editing or reading what we had written so far. When we
finished writing, we could read what we wrote to the group and get feedback on it if we
wanted. Our group created a very accepting and nonjudgmental environment where I felt
I was supported no matter what we read, even if it was something a very conservative
person considers very filthy, over the top or wrong. No matter what we talked about, we
were always encouraged even to go further. Robyn Hunt would always bring a literary
piece written in a different style or organization within the work. She would enable us to
recognize that, respond directly to the voice we heard through the piece, and sometimes
use our writing style and test it through our voice. This way, I was able to try different
styles or recreate other voices using my pen.
One of the most exciting parts of writing was trying it on people, getting a
response, and seeing how they react to it. There would be moments where I would think
that the story I wrote was funny, but saying the words aloud would bring different
emotions when I read it aloud. Being able to share material in my class was the best gift
as a writer. I could see what was working in terms of clarity, imagery, or even pointing
out cliches. Through my experience, I was able to live the collaborative creative process
of writing firsthand. This helped me find my voice as a writer and see what I can achieve.
I would never have thought that I would be able to write poetry until this class. Now I
have written a show since I moved to New York for my internship, called “Seven Phases
of The Moon.”
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CHAPTER 2
THE PROCESS OF WRITING
Most of my solo shows came from “free writes.” A similar pattern of stories
followed each other under the same umbrella of sexuality, religion, masculinity, family,
tradition, and social roles. As part of my self-discovery, my first couple of years in New
York City were full of meeting new people and having experiences that I would never get
to have back home. Every year I got closer and closer to tightening the gap between the
personalities I created, the “American” one and the Turkish one. I grew up in a religious,
conservative family. I was almost like a fish out of water when I first left home. Since I
was little, I grew up with similar people around me, raised with a similar sense of life
approach. We were encouraged and supported by our parents but not until now was I able
to discover myself. This particular experience of contemplating possible threads that
could fill a performance helped me live and look at life from a different angle. That
helped so much with my writing. I was able to compare philosophies and ideas, even
challenge them sometimes. I learned not to take my religion or my tradition for granted as
I met people from all around the world. I was open to new ideas that came to me in bed
under a five-foot-tall portrait of Queen Elizabeth.
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2.1 THE FIRST SHOW
As a part of our class, we were supposed to read about certain dancers, poets,
writers, theatre-makers and learn about their aesthetics. There was a good amount of
exposure to different material that fired our imagination. We also had a very diverse class
with people from different countries, states, and educational backgrounds. One of the
most valuable things about living in a country with many races and nationalities is
exposure to culture. With my first attempt at a solo show, I used my own life as a starting
point. As a born and raised Turkish man, I was able to observe my culture and my family,
which that came from tradition molded with religion over the years. With my life in the
US, I was able to look at everything from a very different angle. I was able to see
religion, tradition, and sexuality from another vantage point. Learning about what it
means to be religious or believing in another religion than mine after being raised in a
conservative family was something new to me. I discovered that we were more similar
than I would have ever imagined; it doesn’t matter what we believed, where we came
from, or who we loved. By discovering these things, I was able to untangle issues that I
previously thought were unquestionable
I softened my eyes to the “other” and learned to appreciate their uniqueness. This
discovery helped me create a show where I wrote about late-night thoughts, military
experiences, families, secrets, love, and politics. Writing that show was very challenging.
Every story from “free writes” was carefully thought, arranged, and staged as if it was a
Lenny Bruce comedy special. It was written in a stream of consciousness style, very atthe-moment and spirally structured, starting a subject, jumping to another, then coming
back to the actual thought. It became something I enjoyed very much: it became my
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voice, and I used it in many of my writings. Social issues, differences in people, and
different cultures are issues that I am very interested in. With theatrical writing, I was
able to see what to question, what to believe, and how to mold my own belief with what I
see as valuable, worthy, and meaningful. People constantly change as they grow. As we
search for our soul and belonging, we tend to find things we want to change, want to
never even learn about, or something that makes us very happy—writing created this
world for me. It helped me open my heart, listen to my emotions and find my truth,
whether it was something I (cut “wasn’t”) expected or not.

2.2 THE POETRY
After my first show, I wanted to create something new. It had to be something
new after writing about politics, religion, and tradition for such a long period. In one of
our classes, Robyn Hunt brought us a poet from The New Yorker. It was a poem by Ada
Limon called “The End of Poetry.” That poem affected me so deeply that I wanted to
write poetry or give it a try. Here is Ada Limon’s poem.
The End of Poetry
Enough of osseous and chickadee and sunflower
and snowshoes, maple and seeds, samara and shoot,
enough chiaroscuro, enough of thus and prophecy
and the stoic farmer and faith and our father and tis
of thee, enough of bosom and bud, skin and god
not forgetting and star bodies and frozen birds,
enough of the will to go on and not go on or how
a certain light does a certain thing, enough
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of the kneeling and the rising and the looking
inward and the looking up, enough of the gun,
the drama, and the acquaintance’s suicide, the long-lost
letter on the dresser, enough of the longing and
the ego and the obliteration of ego, enough
of the mother and the child and the father and the child
and enough of the pointing to the world, weary
and desperate, enough of the brutal and the border,
enough of can you see me, can you hear me, enough
I am human, enough I am alone and I am desperate,
enough of the animal saving me, enough of the high
water, enough sorrow, enough of the air and its ease,
I am asking you to touch me.
This poem started my adventure with poetry. It is like the scream of a person who
is within their loneliness, desperately, exhaustingly inviting people to see the human, the
love no matter what the differences are. It aligns with my understanding of belonging to
one place, religion, and tradition. No matter who we are we should be able to love and
respect one another. If we see the world from a broader perspective outside of what we
believe and take as our truth, we will understand and see better. Through this poem, I was
able to find a new style, a new medium in which to write. After opening this new world
of words, imagery, rhythm, and music, all my worlds collided into one.
I realized that I could use this unique style in the new show I am working on
currently. The imagery of poetry opened up a new world of expression for me. It was
freeing, and there were no limitations. I would be able to draw everything the way I
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wanted, almost like an empty canvas. I could paint it in any color I wished to. One of the
things I also liked about poetry is that I could translate certain Turkish ways of saying
things and proverbs and use it in English that doesn’t have a direct translation. Speaking
another language helped me find unique metaphors and distinctive descriptions for
certain feelings or moments I wanted to paint in the mind’s eye of the audience.
One of the most important things that the poems brought me was writing about
love. When it came to love, I never wanted to be cliché. (*add a before cliché.) I always
tried to find a particular way of describing it, through imagery but with the story. To me,
poetry became a place for showing but not telling.

2.3 THE PLAYS AND SCENES
One of the other directions I drifted in the journey of writing was playwriting. It
was the scariest for me in terms of being able to create a whole story, character and make
it life-like. When the pandemic hit the spring 2020 semester, our professors Steve
Pearson and Robyn Hunt gave us a couple of choices to do remotely, safely from our
homes, and kept us connected with our art. One of the things they suggested we could do
was write a play. We could create a shared online document and edit it back and forth
without talking or discussing what the play was about or going to be about. We were
supposed to just respond to the other’s writing. This was a fascinating idea, so I
suggested it to one of my friends, and we started writing a play. Through the entire year
of the pandemic, we finished a complete play just by editing the play online, without
even seeing each other once. Having someone with me writing a play made it easy for
me. Before this experience, I had never written a play before. My friend Sean Ardor and I
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are looking for ways to publish our play when the theatre comes back to life in New York
City.
The pandemic affected theatre in the worst ways possible. It left thousands of
theatre workers jobless and killed a whole industry. We spent a year without live theatre,
and that changed so many things. The world of theatre evolved and adjusted what was
going on around the world. The coronavirus's effect on the theater was so quick and
sudden that no theatre was ready to be shut in days’ notice, and no school knew how to
teach its acting classes virtually. It made people move to a virtual world. People started
doing readings over Zoom, and specific productions of Shakespeare were happening. The
thing with theatre was that there was nothing written to be performed virtually. Every
play that was written until now was taking the presence of human bodies in proximity for
granted. Everything was written as if the characters were in one room, face to face, close.
The only theatre that seemed to work was 24 Hour Plays on Broadway's Viral
Monologues, written for the current moment.
That semester, the University of South Carolina offered its season virtually. The
play “Love and Information” was directed by Steve Pearson. Although I was dreading
doing online theatre since it was not working because of the lack of material, his direction
and the particular play worked very well. I saw that if there was any piece that was
written specifically for Zoom, it could work. That made me very interested in doing
something for Zoom. Luckily after the play, one of Robyn Hunt's prompts brought into
our writers’ workshop included writing a play with a partner for Zoom. That gave me the
first start to think about it, to consider relationships between people, possibilities, and use
my imagination. I realized that there were not any limitations. It could be a scene
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between anyone. In our technologically developing world, we are already living on our
screens, with job interviews, dating, and our friends and family, everything is on our tiny
screens. That gave me so much hope. I started writing.
At the beginning of the pandemic, to check in with each other, my friend who
lived in London and I would Facetime every day. Later it became a regular thing, and
every day this entire year, we talked to each other through Facetime. I wanted to use this
relationship and other things that were happening in our lives currently as material. I
wanted to give it a very 2020 feel, with toilet paper, sanitizers, scary grocery runs, lonely
nights, and horrible online dates. In total, I wrote six scenes that I am currently working
on turning into a virtual play. Writing the plays was an excellent experience in terms of
getting introduced to the playwriting world. As I wrote more scenes, I got more and more
excited about the use of technology. There were many angling ways, creating illusions
and simply asking actors to move around and change rooms. It was becoming an
absorbing medium for theatre to exist inside. Using my first Zoom scene, Green Room at
the University of South Carolina Theatre Department’s student-led theatre group
produced an online virtual show. I submitted my scene to the production and directed it
with the undergraduate students acting the scene. I also wrote several more scenes for
Robyn Hunt’s acting classes, a different experience because there would be certain things
to consider, such as age, gender distribution, and the content. It was a fun challenge
because, as a writer, I think I should be able to adjust and be flexible in any way I can be.
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CHAPTER 3
THE FUTURE
I discovered a new life in the theatre that was fully alive in the present, diverse,
and filled with stories from many past lives. I found a place where I could exhale freely,
never hold my breath, and never have to censor my thoughts. From that place, I began to
write, and since then, I have never stopped. I am currently working on polishing and
bringing my shows to a complete state. When theatre in New York City opens up, I want
the shows to be ready to perform. The first show I have written, “A Hundred Dollar Bill”
and the “Seven Phases of the Moon,” my poetry solo show, are the two scripts I am
sending to various theatres for production consideration in the future. I also submitted
some of my poetry to prestigious magazines like The New Yorker.
The creation and performance of my first solo show opened up a new
understanding of what kind of theatre I want to do and what I want to say with it. After
the performances, I applied to the United Solo Show Festival in New York City and I was
accepted to the festival to perform as one of many applications worldwide. I kept
working on the show and added a few more parts for an extended version of what it could
be. In addition, I also had an Instagram Live virtual performance for “Seven Shapes of
The Moon” through the PamMosaic, a New York City-based theatre company. Writing
has been the most
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important thing that happened to my career as an actor; it has become my great passion. I
am very am grateful to my teachers Robyn Hunt, Steve Pearson and Stan Brown.
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APPENDIX A
SEVEN PHASES OF THE MOON
“Lilies”
Every idea is bound to crumble
in the hands of men, without rational thought.
Dry sand of your castle, sunburn on your shoulder
it will collapse as the neighbor kick the carrot off the snowman.
It will curdle like milk for a purpose
one argues, you will not remember what it looked like before
although you’ll remember: You put sand, and you put ocean.
Some might say it’s lemon; some will say vinegar, does it matter?
It will be better than getting rotten.
But the Ocean will illuminate, won’t leave a surface untouched.
Some will argue it’s the moon that feeds the water at night:
It can heal, it may bitter, it might poison. Perhaps let you wonder,
what do I know? What am I told? What is my favorite color?
It will take the shape of the hat you wear, resemble a level
For some it will be class, many will think of a cake
The heights of Heaven.
Some will instead enjoy the sun burn in their crowns.
They’ll say, “Crack an egg on top of it!”
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It’ll cook and serve a crowd.
Maybe that’s where the food for thought first appeared.
But lilies only live for a week and, humans die without a heartbeat.
What we think is what’s left, perspective is everything,
but one needs to empty the hat be ready to know nothing.
Take science: one can argue it swallows religion
while the others discover to explain, like language,
a symbol a sound: the creation of thought
an alphabet defining the Gods.
Others might think religion is the old way, opposition to Modernity
—another empty cup we dare to fill: an antibody for progression
though it was God who gave Moses a pencil
Jesus a book, Mohammad a school, Prometheus the fire.
One might be against it, others scream, “He stole it!”
And one can still argue, “It’s the will that God gave Prometheus.”
The ill-willed curiosity for change,
the liberation of generations of men: a new era
in which, if a Priest would have seen,
would ask Prometheus, “Put the fire down!”
If Prometheus put the fire down
didn’t sacrifice his liver to the ravens
we wouldn’t know the warmth of flesh
body, home, family, mother.
An apple pie one might argue, is the foundation of a country.
With sacrifice, we learned, love, hope, compassion, compromise.
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What love, understanding, or compassion left?
Unthoughtful minds tend to stay away from answers
find relief being content.
If we were to come to this world for contentment,
we might as well stayed in Heaven.
But one might think
that we are here to live the content.
(Under God’s will)
It is simple; one would argue: The straight lines.
The other could say that the lines don’t exist
we are genuinely pure and free of choice
but dirty with a shed of juice out of our body, call it anything.
Someone also could agree shred of a thought
from one’s brain can muddle up a lake.
Take Narcissus; he died in a puddle of filth once he saw himself.
But for him, everything was beautiful.
He drowned. Reflecting, mirroring becoming
the first things asked of a pile of limbs we call society.
The judgment was born at the lips of a womb.
When God thanked Abel for his juicy goat,
did Cane know he will be condemned
to be judged as the first with his rotten fruit?
Another would say, “It’s the learned behavior.”
We have mothers, and mothers have kids.
With judgment, we build a society!
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One could argue: A new nation!
How can you blame Cane when his destiny was to teach
how to kill and get rid of a body?
I do it, he does it, we all do it, we should do it,
why not you do it,
why don’t you put a hat on God damn it!
You know what’s right for you; one might thoughtfully let a friend know.
“You must give up your dreams
if they lead you in the wrong direction.”
Your life leads you in the wrong direction.
And dream of a dreamland of God’s road and will.
Modernism is not earthly living
as if the afterlife doesn’t exist. (pause)
One might be thankful for filling up an empty cup
defining Modernity, while the other might ask
where all these unspoken ideas came from?
The mazes of assumption?
The rumble of conspiracy?
The loud meat grounding machine?
Our thoughts are bound to assume
and make sense of things
find meanings and solutions.
A cure. One might think that’s arsenic
extracted from the good wills of hell
another would discover medicine.
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For the wounded, aid the scars.
Instead of burning the ones with the pox,
you must be brave enough to inject the puss, one can argue.
But these are tangled roads, and another can say
“The straight lines, you must remember!
You are hovering around them.
Your life is hovering around them
Don’t you think you are making too much noise?
Giving us a plague? “Burn them!” They would growl.
“Forgetting you live that life because God gave it to you.”
The other might argue that he prayed for it
God showed him the way, or someone else would say
“You are the master of your own fate.” (pause)
How dangerous is that?
“But as you walk on the roads of God,” one would suggest,
“You might take the earthlings off your life, show your gratitude in the ways
where your faith does not test you.
There must be an end to it all, you might start thinking about that.
You can change if you want it.
You simply can’t imagine a life like that.
Deep inside, I know you don’t.” (pause)
And one will argue Death is a matter of minutes
we are all full of mistakes.
But what matters is to live and say thank you
for the rewards at the end.
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“Think of your Death.
I do. Why don’t you?
Your funeral every night
put your head on the pillow
it scares me, and I slumber in fear,
you might too.
The God’s way, I fear for me,
for you, fear for the loved ones
they might not be with me in Heaven.”
While this wouldn’t make sense to one
another could end his life thinking
“What good is there to live?”
Someone else’s thoughts dictating others’ lives
moderating the security of such faith
to live, to love, to light, to God.
One might argue, love comes from God
others might say God is love
And someone else might say,
love is God.
One might feel responsible for others
regarding their own good
while someone else can save lives, selflessly.
One might think they know many things,
find answers, square up their lives.
Others might need another solution
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an octagon, perhaps.
As we think that we know everything, one might say,
“You don’t know anything about me.”
While what the others say tells one so much about what the others think
What we learn is how one likes to cut their onion
Perpendicular? Horizontal?
Their judgments put people on the walls.
Of the cornered frames, ones hang them inside.
His dreams appear, he goes to bed and puts his head on the pillow.
Happy lines pretending on the corner of his lips,
ideas take shape and mold.
Some will never understand and will never see above the water
or the horizon, way further while the milk will wonder
what kind of cheese must it be called?
The snowman will be freer
lighter as the sun, bathing on his shoulder.
At the castle on the beach
the Ocean’s riding the moon.
She once was afraid to fly.
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“Green Eyes”
First, I pass through a dark corridor
I come to a gate, where bodies lie
in front of it, there are skeletons
bones rot, waiting for it to open.
A door, giant hand put between the walls
black fencing, skinny fingers damp to touch.
I open it calmly; walk towards a pit
a well, fire coming out of it.
Four men in white
murmur a chant
I pass by them; they don’t see me.
Did I go by the fire and the pit like a well?
—I can’t remember.
Then I rise to a drought-stricken land
cracked earth
riverbeds on my grandfather’s face
a map separates the child within a man.
I see a tree
framed by inanimate mountains.
An apple tree. I sit by its shade.
Through the branches, I look at the sky.
They tell me stories, a silent picture
dance as if they swim in the water.
I stand up; my feet touch the ground.
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I take a step; a tree pops up
underneath my foot, the past
where I was once standing.
I take another step
another tree:
I run.
Run up through the hills
I run to the mountains
to the other end of the world
I run.
I run until every inch of earth is covered
with life; I run.
I run and come to a standstill.
I see a village on the outskirts of the hill
a slide appears underneath
I take a deep breath, and I go.
I go.
I open my eyes at the corridor
it’s dark again.
There are bones. Again.
The door is unlocked
like it used to be.
The men, the fire
I pass them by
without looking at the fire nor the pit.
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I wait to rise.
I come for the trees
the land is dark brown
there are no trees, deserted.
I look for the apple tree
take a step and run.
I run.
I run again
until there are enough branches
to tell a hundred stories
in case the children get bored.
I find the edge where I stood still:
It’s snowing in the village
ember fire singing a wordless song
by the window, darkness dances.
I run to the skirts of the hill
the one my mother wears
spread on the prayer rug
legs folded under her weight
an open flower wraps me
her smell I am sleepy
her prayers on my eyelids
quick words in another language
the clouds where I land my story.
She sings for me
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lying on her feet on a pillow
she swings the bad dreams:
“Close your eyes, let them look only for me.
With your eyes of green only look for me.”
Asleep, I fall.
I open my eyes
at the corridor
it’s dark
again.
The bones.
The bodies.
The fire.
The men.
I hide.
I rise.
The land.
I run.
The tree
gone.
The village
burnt.
The music
over.
My eyes
aren’t green.
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“The Ocean and The Moon”
There once was a night
underneath the three stars
called: Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars
at a forgotten yet paragon beach
on the tip of my tongue
yet I cannot reach
the Moon
gleamed above and whispered a secret.
The Ocean
dragged her ruffles, ran to the shore
she listened.
The Moon couldn’t resist
the charm, the warm
delicacy of her waters and stole a kiss.
The Ocean, let the Moon wet his lips
all full of him bathe in her salty waters.
They danced at the shore
until the night from black to blue
wrinkled like the tip of his fingers.
The Moon departed
the Ocean waited
wished he had another secret.
In his absence, her blood walloped
with expectation, every beat of her currents
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swooshed with his existence
swallowed elderly mountains
with longing turned the beach sand dry.
Then when the gold disappeared
into lilacs and primroses
the Mediterranean shimmered
in silver, he appeared
the Moon said he had another secret.
Her wavy hair nestling thousands
the Ocean brimmed to the surface.
She didn’t care about the whispers
nor did she believe there is a secret.
She admired the phases
The cracks she saw
from a certain distance.
She let him touch
the life inside rocked on the surface.
As the boats danced
to a happy rhythm, she kept
their night, the taste of her flavors
once again furrowed
sunflowers turned their gazes away
ready to bask under a scurry yellow
and the Moon disappeared.
Many black
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stars in distance
they knew it was no secret
they could never be together
but when the three stars appeared
at the beach, I couldn’t remember
the sparkle, the Ocean arose,
followed her course
the flowers witnessed swore to keep a secret.
He appeared the pearl,
The Moon stripped by the water
dipped his toes into a pruney fairy tale.

“Masterpiece”
Isn’t worth a penny
your portrait
if I am not there to see.
Wouldn’t have a place to rest
if I haven’t got you under my permeable skin
intolerant to your glance
your eyes go right through me
make the dark darker
and in dark
appreciate the light.
From a distance, you watch me
I dare look away, afraid
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for past my stare you don’t exist.
Without my pencil, no one could define you
canvas absent your silhouette.
Without my voice, no one would’ve known your name.

“You”
You’ll never say
Them; the words
Will never clear my mouth either
Your tongue
I will never know
Your breath
So slow, no velocity
Your lips
An airborne journey.
You move around my thoughts
Circle vapor trails on empty skies.
My tongue rather
Warped, won’t entangle
As the curves of your lips
Lines around your eyes
When you smile
Will not wrinkle
Ever
For me.
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So
Let me unpack
Take apart the wings
Your bags and your dreams
That you could
With me
Never fly.

“Lost in Genoa”
Your life!
A habit of fabricating views
patching green with blue
hydrangeas up in the sky.
Facade of God
watch your designs
from the heights of Manhattan
I settle in the back seat with some other junk.
Your hand shuffles in the dark
feeling the air, finding mine; carefully leading a dance
does he see it?
To a dissonant melody
high up on the buildings
at your gardens built on concrete
we dance to the sunrise; you point to the Moon.
She is not selling souvenirs:
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a skinny, empty street lies under her heels
uneven lines, stairs, and railings
at the edge of a door of rusty paint
she sits leg deep in cement
her black dress like night
you capture her lost in Genoa
put her in your pocket
did he see it?
For ten minutes, you love her.
No, ten years maybe.
Many trains later, by your bed, I listen
pretend sleep as your fingers twitch, hinged to mine
I close my eyes; you sail the Ocean.
Pink and orange lines cross the Mediterranean
and red, the last one.
You love the sun
you have one, and he poses for you
you capture him too.
Extending over the river, making my way home
under the train tracks, cold metal rattling
your whisper rings loudly in my ear
your breath on my skin
you steal a kiss
will he see it?
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“Coney Island”
Bucket of life and a palm-full of water
for a fish dreaming of the Ocean
—or at least the Mediterranean
maybe the Black Sea’s illusion.
Fairly, some water to breathe
any salt on her lips was all she required.
At his street, he held her hand
a kiss on his chest, a breath of her scent
she longed for his eyes
by his bridge in Central Park
before he walked hers
they were out of time.
And the bucket was gold
the water was adequate:
filled with shores, warm air, and soft sand
seagulls, scallops, and broken shells
an older man walking a metal detector
grasping hope, a wonder wheel
clouds of cigarette smoke
lounged on the bench
sea-breeze forgave her
the boardwalk, and the homeless man
sounded almost the same
but, it was just not Coney Island.
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